Protect Your Business!

ROBBERY

BURGLARY

DIVERSION
The Protector Plus™ series narcotic safe offers a full menu of industry specific features designed to serve the growing security needs of pharmacies today. This rugged, yet contemporary styled narcotic safe is built exclusively for protecting, storing and dispensing narcotics and other high value drugs. In addition, the Protector Plus™ narcotics safe substantially increases store security and safety for pharmacy employees and reduces the opportunity of pharmacy crime.

- Heavy duty 11 gauge steel plate construction.
- Durable & easily sanitized smooth white finish.
- Double door overlay with anti-pry guard wraps designed to defend against attacks.
- Holds 1 fixed and up to 13 adjustable pharmacy style shelves.
- Tamper proof safe hinges and 3/4" thick bolt work.
- Pharmacy ready 36"x12"x77" Safe dimensions.
- Electronically controlled locking mechanism.
- Pre-punched holes to securely and permanently bolt to floor.
- Electronic access controller with audit reporting functionality.

- 9 user programmable controller with 512 audits.
- Optional time delay opening function.
- Integrated panic/duress silent alarm function.
- Prominent oversized warning labels deter robbery, burglary and internal diversion.
- Customized cabinet sizes available.
- Full one year warranty.
- Available installation and electronic controller set-up by a certified technician.
PharmaSafe.us

The Protector Elite Series™ narcotics security cabinet includes the same high security features of the Protector Plus™ with an upgrade from a user pin code authentication system to a biometric fingerprint technology authentication system. The benefit and value of fingerprint technology is that it eliminates any opportunity for user password pilfering, plus irrefutably establishes the presence of the actual employee at time of login. The biometric system also allows for up to 99 programmable users and up to 4,000 audit reports.

USES BIOMETRIC FINGERPRINT SCAN TECHNOLOGY
PharmaSafe+™ is pharmacist founded and pharmacist owned. The company was formed in 2008 to produce specialized security solutions for pharmacies across the country currently under siege by thieves, criminals and drug seekers.

PharmaSafe+’s™ innovative line of Protector Series narcotics cabinets have been specifically designed for use by pharmacists for the protection and control of narcotics and high value drugs. Our cabinets offer a highly visible physical deterrent to robbery, burglary and internal diversion crimes. Unlike competitors’ traditional safes designed to broadly handle all industries in a non-specialized manner, PharmaSafe+’s™ Protector Series narcotics cabinets offer pharmacists, doctors and other health care professionals a highly customized and industry specific solution. We provide narcotics cabinets to pharmacists incorporating a secure storage solution into the store’s existing work flow processes, yet allowing for seamless product dispensing. Our narcotics cabinets have been meticulously and ergonomically engineered for Pharmacies. They fit into existing shelving fixture systems thereby reducing or eliminating any special re-modeling needs.

PharmaSafe+’s™ Protector Series narcotics cabinets have quickly become the preferred security solution and operational choice of pharmacists industry wide. Trust your narcotics security to one of your own, as nobody knows your pharmacy’s needs like a true pharmacist!

PharmaSafe+™ products add value to our customers by offering the following auxiliary features:

- Improves employee retention, morale, and productivity by providing a safer and more secure work environment.
- Reduces potential for DEA sanctions, fines (multi-million dollars in some cases) and potential loss of pharmacy certification and licensing.
- Stabilizes and/or reduces civil liability, exposure and store insurance premiums.
- Lowers labor costs – eliminate unnecessary labor costs associated with removing and replacing narcotics and high value drugs from the shelves at the beginning and end of each day, whether you are dispersing or securing overnight in a separate location.
- Reduce internal loss and diversion opportunities - no need for employees to unnecessarily handle all narcotics or high value drugs each morning and evening. Products are always where they belong and ready to dispense.
- Increases customer service and patient care levels by allowing pharmacists to spend more time counseling patients and less time managing and physically handling drug inventories each morning and evening.